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Gălești – climate friendly municipality

A municipality with 3000 inhabitants situated in the Central Transylvania region, in the Niraj microregion.
A SUCCESSFUL PARTNERSHIP BETWEEN THE MUNICIPALITY OF GALESTI AND THE ORGANIZATION FOCUS ECO CENTER

A partnership for more than 25 years which focus to the:
- Sustainable rural development
- Water management
- Landscape protection and good practices in agriculture
- Energy
- Information and education

#CAIC19
GALESTI AREA IS A GOOD EXAMPLE WHICH IS UNDER THREAT

- Good example for sustainable small scale agriculture
- High biodiversity
- Cohabitation between nature and humans
- It is under treat of industrial agriculture and urbanization
- It is possible to find a compromise?

#CAIC19
Problems with water due to the climate change and bad water regulation

• Water scarcity

• Bad water quality
Climate friendly and resilient solutions

Meander restorations at the Niraj river
Climate friendly and resilient solutions

Wetland restoration models in the Dorman’s creek valley
Supporting local economy and small scale agriculture – organizing local fairs
Energy saving measures

• The first rural community in Romania which used LED for public lighting
• Using the solar energy
Education for sustainability

• The House of Nature
Protecting the natural values
Preparing documents with the conclusions of our work, sharing experiences
Common involvement in the activities of the Climate Alliance
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